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“We’re using up to 20 times as much data as before for improved player
animations,” said Michael Ujah, Lead Designer of FIFA 21 and Lead Level
Designer of FIFA 22. “The system is so sophisticated we can pick out the

most subtle movements and make them come to life.” The introduction of
HyperMotion Technology to FIFA 22 raises the player awareness bar. FIFA 22
is a more accessible and intuitive FIFA experience than FIFA 21, which won
over 5 Million fans in its first 6 days on Xbox One, PS4, and PC. Both Xbox

and PS4 FIFA 22 sales are higher than all previous versions of FIFA combined
with combined units on those platforms are now at 3.5 million. To mark the
20-year anniversary, the FIFA Team assembled a diverse range of talent for

the FIFA Ultimate Team Legend Series this year. The series will include
brand new challenges like challenges based on iconic FIFA Ultimate Team

Moments (e.g. Uruguay 1996), a range of Mythic Moments, and new special
editions. The final two challenges are as follows: FIFA Legends Secret Santa

Challenge - The Seasoned Gamer will spend the entire year sharing their
team with the community, starting in January with the Digital Launch. The
Finisher will be revealed on 6 December - the 20th anniversary of the FIFA
Secret Santa challenge. FIFA Legends Decade Challenge - On December 9,
the final day of the year, a new challenges will be released for all remaining

players - and one final challenge will be revealed to reward the best-
performing players of 2016. FIFA Ultimate Team Legends continue the

journey into the future with some of the most popular team icons you know
and love. This year, the team made several improvements to the game,

including the introduction of headshots. Everything from the stun animation
to the shape of the head is now truly inspired by the player that it’s

representing, including shin pads and the intimidating goliath mark on the
inside of the leg. “We've always been very focused on refining everything

that we do,” said Dionne O’Neill, Producer for Ultimate Team Legends. “With
FIFA Ultimate Team Legends, our ultimate goal was to blend the best of what

we love about football with the best of what we love about the game and
make it simply one of the best football games in the world." Will you be the

one to grab the ball at the end of

Features Key:

Feature updates include ‘Arcade AI’, where players make more
intelligent decisions based on who they are playing against, the
circumstances of the match, and the seasonal match circumstances;
and Classic Matchmaking. This helps create more balanced matches
between teams even when there are more players online than can
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be accommodated in any one corner of a stadium.
New gameplay features include ‘Play the Position’, which allows
users to control pace of play in more mid-intensity areas of the pitch,
‘stoppage time’, which shows the amount of time left on the clock
during awarded stoppage time in extra time and penalty shootouts,
Pitch Control, which allows the user to control the flow of the match.
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The legendary Barclays Premier League will return to FIFA 22 as a new
“Ultimate Team”. It’s almost as though you’re not playing soccer at all as

you’re working your way up the footballing food chain, going from the
grassroots to make a big name for your club, all the way to becoming a star

in the biggest, most prestigious, and most rewarding competitions in the
world. Improve your attributes, trade and battle with your fellow players, and
earn FIFA Ultimate Team Ultimate Rewards through play. New FIFA Ultimate
Team Challenges – Download these seasonal challenges and see how you

stack up against the all-star cast of footballers. New Party System – Put your
friends in the game. Take them all the way from the National Youth

Academy right up to the Premier League. Play more in-depth, immersive
Manager Challenges, then lead your friends all the way to glory. New

Lighting Effects – New rain and night time lighting effects will colour the
game world while illuminating your players and ball. New Match Dynamics –
Create a more dynamic experience with all-new match dynamics, such as
the ability to substitute teammates on the pitch. New Commentary – New
commentary and a revised presentation to capture the excitement of each
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new generation. New Commentary Team – Your commentary team gets their
first ever FIFA title to call their own in FIFA 22, with new, dynamic

commentary featuring an all-star cast of ESPN experts including John
Skipper, Sid Lowe, Martin Tyler, Jon Champion and Andy Gray. New Ways to

Level-Up – Your FIFA Ultimate Team career progress will be more
personalised, more rewarding and more meaningful. FIFA 22 is an authentic,

immersive and innovative step forward in the history of football video
games, bringing the incredible breadth and depth of official football into the
next generation of consoles. FIFA 20 won the Best Sports Game at the 2018
Game Awards. Created by the legendary UEFA Champions League-winning

video game developers EA SPORTS, FIFA is known for its gameplay,
management, and realism. Building on the strong foundation of previous
FIFA games, FIFA 22 delivers a completely fresh and authentic football

simulation experience, featuring all the drama, excitement and
unpredictability of the sport. A FIFA game is all about making history. FIFA
22 is set to create history again, delivering the biggest, most complete and
immersive FIFA title ever. SETUPS EUROPEAN CLUBS The UEFA Champions

League and UEFA Europa League are the two most prestigious

What's new in Fifa 22:

WHAT'S NEW IN FIFA 22
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